Our Westfalenfinanz
Our Westfalenfinanz is exclusive and independent M&A Boutique in Germany. This is something we want
to maintain. Therefore we only accept a limited number of the projects we solicit or that are offered to us.
Even then, we only take on projects to which we are convinced that we can add value. Our small team
consists of experienced M&A-experts who know and value the German Mid Cap market. Our personal
experience has given us an in-depth understanding of these mid-sized companies and we can access
investment opportunities for our clients.

Our promise
Working with Westfalenfinanz, guarantees our customers that each project will be carried through at the
partner level from start to finish and there is only one contact person for all involved. We deliver
transaction advisory services in Germany at its best. This approach is contrary to that of investment banks
or other consulting firms where experienced staff are responsible for project acquisition only and delegate
the execution to junior consultants.

Our motivation
Of the many M&A consultancies catering for the German Mid Cap market, only few can deliver the
promise of this description. In our experience, these consultants are either former investment bankers who
only have as rudimentary understanding of the structures of German mid-sized firms or professionals from
such firms who in turn only have a limited grasp of the various aspects of a professionally handeled
corporate transaction. Westfalenfinanz was founded in order to bridge this gap. We combine expertise,
pragmatism and the ability to close a deal. We offer tailor-made services in the German M&A market as
needed by mid-sized enterprises.

Press and news
We offer a wide selection of relevant news and studies on the German mid cap market. However, most of
these pieces of information are in German language therefore please change to the German version.
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